[The dynamic changes of NOSmRNA in endothelial cells of aortae and pulmonary arteries in rats under tail suspension].
Objective. Through the observations of dynamic changes of eNOSmRNA and iNOSmRNA in arterial endothelial cells of systematic circulation and pulmonary circulation under simulated weightlessness, to collect some data for studies of the adaptive mechanisms of local regulation in arterial systems. Method. Wistar rats were -30 degrees tail suspended to simulate the effects of weightlessness. The rats were randomly divided into three groups: control group (CON), 7-day tail suspension group (TS7) and 14-day tail suspension group (TS14). Changes of NOSmRNA expresses in endothelial cells of the thoracic aortae and pulmonary arteries were observed with in situ hybridization technique. Result. The eNOSmRNA and iNOSmRNA of thoracic aortic and pulmonary arterial endothelial cells in TS7 rats increased very significantly. The eNOSmRNA of thoracic aortic endothelial cells from TS14 rats returned to control level, but remained very significantly increased in pulmonary arteries. The iNOSmRNA in pulmonary arterial endothelial cells from TS14 rats decreased very significantly, but that in thoracic aortae returned to the control level. Conclusion. The responses of eNOSmRNA and iNOSmRNA in arterial endothelial cells of systematic circulation to tail suspension were similar, but they were different in pulmonary arterial endothelial cells, which might be due to the difference in the peak course of the shift of fluid from lower body entering the pulmonary or systematic circulation during initial period of simulated weightlessness. It could be a kind of important sign of depressed local regulative function under simulated weightlessness and might contribute to orthostatic intolerance after simulated weightlessness.